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MODEL CAIJCULATIONS AND THE EQUAL MASS SPACING OF THE DECUPLET *1 

Richard C. SlanSkyt 

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 
University of California 

Berkeley, California 

May 8, 1967 

ABSTRACT 

The response of the decuplet masses to octet perturbations of 

the meson and baryon masses and couplings is studied in an N/D model 

of baryon-meson scattering. It is found tllat tIle equal mass spacing 

of the decuplet is satisfied in the model, even for large values of the 

symmetry breaking. The numerical inaccuracy of several forms of pertur-

bation theory indicates that the physical baryon masses represent a 

large symmetry breaking in the calculation of the decupletj for physical 

baryon and meson masses and SU(3)-symmetric couplings, tIle first-order 

mass shift is about one-half the value given by the exact solution of 

the model. Thj.s suggests that the octet output of the masses is 

specially enhanced in the exact solution of the model, just as in the 

first-order Dashen-Frautschi theory. The rate at which the first-order 

formulas become accurate as the degenerate mass of the external particles 

is increased is examined. The octet sum rules of S-matrix elements 

break down quickly as the octet perturbations are increased. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Ever since the discovery of the ~6- baryon at the mass predicted 

by 8U(3), theoristsha ve been asking wtw the Gell-Mann-Okubo sum rule 

works so well. The equal mass spacing of the decuplet is now an experi-

mental fact, but the theoretical basis for the original prediction is not 

on a completely solid footing. One very attractive model that explains 

1. 
the equal mass spacing is the Dashen-Frautschi octet-enhancernent model. 

There, the bound-state mass shifts are written as linear sums of the 

changes of the other singularities of the scattering amplitude. After 

the mass shifts are expanded in the representations of 8U(3) and the 

group theory and dynamics are used to evaluate the coefficients, the 

equations can be solved for the mass shifts. The result is that the octet 

mass shift is much larger than the others; so the equal-spacing rule is 

satisfied. 

This is a very nice result. However, the relations of changes 

of various singularities are far from being linear functions of one 

another in,. for example, the N/D equations. So, one should ask whether 

a perturbation that causes a lC!/o to 20% 'mass shift in the bound state can 

be considered small. If the first-order mass-shift formula2 is itself 

in error by a factor of two compared to the exact solution of the model, 

then we might become worried about the generality of the first-order 

results. (A small shift of the octet eigenvalue from its value of one 

would greatly decrease the octet -enhancement factor in Ref. 1.) 

In most of this paper, we attempt to convince the reader that 

the perturbations required to produce the decuplet mass splitting are 

I) 
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large. Our calculations are not limited to small perturbations, so our 

results are more general than those found from a first-order theory. 

However} we find it instructive to compare our results with the first-

order Dashen-Frautschi theory because of the similarities of the two 

models. The large perturbations are manifested by nonlinear effects 

and inaccuracies of varj_ous forms of perturbation theory. Nevertheless, 

m]T results suggest that the octet--enhancement mechanism is operative 

~-to a high degree of accuracy in the exact solution of the mode1. 

The dynamical model of the decupiet used to carry through this 

investigation is discussed in Sec. 11. 3 The simplest set of channels 

th,at includes the quantum numbers of i~he decuplet is the set of two-body 
-+- .p 

channels of J P
:=: ! -composed one 

2 
baryon and one J :=: 0 meson. With 

a single-baryon-exchange interaction, the decuplet can be a bound state 

of these channels. Thus, we look at many-channel scattering matrices in 

* -)(-

which the N
3

/ 2 (1236), which we refer to as the N } is a bound state 

of the Nrr and ZK channels; the * Yl (1385) (called * Y ) is bound 

* by the NK, L.:rr} Arc, ::::K} and 2::11 channels; the :::: ! (1530) 1 2 
(called ::::* ) 

is bound by the :=:rc , AK, ZK) and ::::11 channels; and the ~2 is a bound 

state of the :::K channel. Solving a five-channel problem without approxi-

4 
mations is at present an impossible task. However, our demands are modest, 

and apparently 'ive can make radical approximations wj_thout destroying the 

qualitative features of th,e decuplet mass spectrum. We include a short 

list of these approximations here, and attempt to justify them more fully 

in Sec. II. 
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As is usual in these models, we assume two-body unitarity in the 

direct channel to be a very important ingredient of the dynamics; so we 

guarantee it by using the N/D equations. (Of course, this already 

entails a large set of well-known approximations that we do not discuss 

here.) Although it is difficult to treat the cross-channel singularities 

in a satisfying manner, the mass spacing of the decuplet appears to be 

rather insensitive to large changes of the left singularities. If we 

were attempting to make experimental "predictions" of the decuplet masses, 

a fairly precise treatment of the left cuts would be important. But, for 

our" purposes, it will be sufficient to approximate the left singularities 

with a pole. This reduces the set of integral equations to a set of 

integrals. It would now be inappropriate to complicate the model with 

such refinements as decuplet exchange, decuplet-meson channels, etc. 

Finally, we approximate the spin structlITe with scalar kinematics. 

Comparing with models using the usual fermion kinematics,3,5 we find 

only one change--the decuplet masses satisfy a mass-squared equal spacing 

rule. 

The simplicity of this model should make more transparent the 

large number of calculations we describe. Moreover, where our calcu-

lations overlap with previous calculations, there is excellent qualitative 

agreement. Therefore, the insights obtained from this model should be 

applicable to the estimation of the limitations of more sophisticated 

models based on the same general theoretical ideas. 

The SU(3) symmetry is broken by changing the masses and couplings 

of the baryons and mesons. Assuming that the symmetry breaking of these 
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masses and couplings is already.predominantly octet) we examine in Sec. III 

the spacing of the masses of the output decuplet as a function of the 

symmetry-breaking parameters. As the symmetry breaking is increased, 

the e'lual spacing rule remains remarkably stable) although there are 

some interesting nonlinear effects. The general conclusion of this 

section is that octet symmetry-breaking input produces octet symmetry

breaking output over large ranges of the symmetry-breaking parameters. 

The size of the perturbation can be characterized by the accuracy 

of perturbation theory. We test the numerical accuracy of several forms 

of perturbation theory in Secs. IV and V. 

In Sec. IV, we calculate the decuplet masses with a simple but 

nonrigorous perturbation expansion I-rhere the phase-space factor is 

expanded in the mass breaking of the external baryons and mesbns. After 

the mass splitting of the baryons has been turned on to above a 'luarter 

of the physical amount, the first-order results become bad approximations 

to the exact results of the model. Although the second-order mass 

expansion.appears to satisfy e'lual spacing, the accuracy of the second

order calculation breaks down rather soon after the first-order theory. 

When the masses of the baryons and mesons approach their physical values, 

both the first- and second-order approxirr~tions are in bad agreement with 

the exact solution of the model. In spite of the nonrigor of this expan

sion, we hope it Ivill provide a hint of the accuracy that can be expected 

of a second-order theory. Un the expansion where the Dashen-Frautschi 

formula is the first-order term, t~e second-order mass shift is very 

complicated. So we have substituted this calculation for discussing 

second-order theories.) 

,. 
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In Sec. V, we compare the numerical results of the first-order 
,> 

Dashen-Frautschi theory to the solutions of the model found in Sec. III. 

We find that for physical baryon and meson masses, the first-order 

formulas are in error by a factor of two and more. However, the masses 

are equally spaced in the exact solution of the model. 

What does this say about octet enhancement? Dashen and Frautschi 

showed that in a first-order theory of the decuplet masses the spontaneous 

b kd f SU(3) f th t t d o t' 1 If th t t rea own 0 pre ers e oc e" ~rec ~on. - - e oc"e-

enl1ancement mechanism did fail in second or third order J then the second-

or third-order mass shifts would not be predominantly octet. Now, if 

only half of the mass shift is first order, then second- and third-order 

terms would be important, and the decuplet masses would not be equally 

spaced to these orders. To test this hypothesis, we assume that the 

symmetry breaking is octet, and examine the decuplet mass splittings for 

large perturbations. If the equal spacing of the decuplet masses fails 

just as the first-order formula breaks down, then the input would have 

to contain "a large admixture of nonoctet symmetry breaking to maintain 

the equal mass spacing. The octet-enhancement mechanism would become 

obscured by the higher-order contributions, and the equal spacing ~ould 

appear to be a dynamical accident. 

The exact solutions of the model in Sec. III do not suggest 

these conclusions, since the d(2cuplet masses are equally spaced long 

after the first-order approximation becomes inaccurate. Once we assume 

first-order octet symmetry breaking of the input (as proved by Dashen 

and Frautschi), then we find that the symmetry breaking of the output 
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is octet to second and higher order. In a bootstrap, one could then 

use this as input into a second-order calculation and find that the 

previous input retains its octet character to second order, and so on. 

Of course this is not a proof that octet enhancement is operative to 

higher orders. What we can safely say is that since large octet 

synunetry-brealdng input produces large octet symmetry-breaking output, 

the octet-enhancement mechanism for large symmetry breaking is at least 

consistent with our results. 

Unfortunately, the most obvious ways to generalize octet 

enhancement to higher orders run into conceptual difficulties. A 

second-order theory would not only be very diffic'ult technically, but 

one cou1d not be too trlistful of a second-order calculation if the 

first-order is quite inaccurate. On the other hand, a nonperturbative 

approach would be difficult because it is possible to find large octet 

symmetry-breaking input that produces nonoctet output. It appears that 

nature has chosen a course somewhere between these extremes. 

The final two sections provide slightly different information 

about the model. It is not obvious that inclusion of other channels 

and forces wil.l not bring the first-order solution into closer agreement 

with the exact solution of the model. We consider such a possibility in 

Sec. VI, where we include all higher mass channels in a crude way by 

assuming that the degenerate baryon mass is much greater t.han the L: 

mass. As the degenerate mass is increased, the accuracy of the Dashen

Frautschi formula improves; for 2.4-BeV baryons the agreement is still 

not good, but for3.5-BeV baryons the agreement is becoming satisfactory 
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when the decuplet mass sracing is 150 MeV. In a bootstrap model we give 

evidence why the inclusion of higher mass channels is not sufficient to 

j1Jstify a first-order theory of the decuplet spacj.ngs. (The evidence 

is that the symmetry breaking of the physical masses of the octet of 

+ 
5/2 baryons at a mass of about 1.8 BeV is not sufficj.ent to prodllce 

the physical decllplet mass sracing.) However, in models where the 

decuplet is a bound state of some very heavy objects, the first-order 

approach to SU(3) violatlons in strong interactions appears to be 

"reasonable." 

In Sec. VIII, we test the octet sum rules for the amplj.tudes 

and find they break down as the first-order formul.a. In this case, 

octet symmetry-breaking input seems to yield octet output only to first 

order. 

II. MODEJ~ FOR DECUPU';T MASS SPACING 

The model for calculating the mass SraC1.ng of the decuplet 1.S 
3 

based on the supermul tiplet structllre of SU(3). The decuplet is 

assumed to'be a bound state of the two-body meson-baryon channels 

ha ving the correct isospin and hypercharge quantwn nllmbers. Thus, "i-le 

* * consider a t"lm-channeJ. S matrix for the N .. five channels for the Y, 
-)(. 

foor channels for the - , arid one channel for the Single-baryon 

exchange is sufficient force for binding the decuplet. A possible 

effect of neglecting other exchanges and channels is that the fi'rst-

order and exact results.would tUrn out to be in much closer agreement. 

(In Sec. VI, we give some evidence against such an accident, at least 

in a bootstrap model.) Since the model strongly suggests that octet 
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enhancement is more than a first-order effect, we need not require 

that the other singularities decrease the effective size of the pertur-

bation in order to obtain the octet mass spacing of the decuplet. 

The most crucial approximation for maldng the solution of the 

model manageable is also the most d.elicate. Again, we emphasize that 

we do not caJ.culate scattering amplitudes or make experimental "predicU.ons" 

of bound-state masses. Accuracy of perturbation theories and general 

features of mass spacing are probably quite independent of the fine 

details of the left singlllarities. 

We discuss two calculations to help justify our statement that 

the pole approximation does not invalidate our results. The model in 

which the left cnts are just the Born cuts was first considered by Martin 

'" and Wali. j They solved the N/D equations in the first-order deter-

minantal approximation} but vii thout simplifications of the Born cuts. 

later} Wali and Warnock showed that the meson and baryon mass differences 

have their strongest effects in the phase-space factor} and not in the 

.' '5 
Born exchange terms. They were able to duplicate the decuplet mass-

spacing results of. Martin and Wali by fixing the masses of the exchange 

lJaryons at a degenera.te value. vIe take seriously the suggestion that 

the quali tati vely important fea.t1Jres of the decuplet mass spacing are 

due to unitarity in the direct channel) and not to the fine detaD.s of 

s· 
the left singularities. Thus} a pole approximation to the left cuts may 

1ead to essentially the same mass spacing as the exact solution to the 

W/D equations with the full Born cuts. 
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The second calculation consists of solving the N/D equations 

in the pole approximation over a large range of pole positions [see 

Eqs. (2.4) and (2.6)]. We set the baryon and meson masses at their 

physical masses and observed the output decuplet masses. In varying 

the pole position from s = 0 to s = -5 (Bev)2, not only i>ras the equal 

spacing of the decuplet maintained, but the value of the spacing itself 

changed only by 2 percent. Of course, the average mass of the decuplet 

varied appreciably. 

Our main motivation for using scalar kinematics is to simplify 

. the computations. Where our calculations overlap with previous calcu-

lations, we obtain similar results, except tbatthe rule is a mass-

squared spacing rule. 

We are now ready to review the teclmical details of the model. 

In the usual manner, we de'fine the two-body multichannel S matrix for 

spj.nJ.ess particles,perform the partial-wave projection, remove the 

kinematical singularities by dividing the amplitude by 

decompose the amplitude into 
-1 

N(s) D (s), where N(s) 

t 
q. 

1 
then 

has the left 

singularities and D(s) has the unitarity cuts. The dispersion relati.on 

for D(s) is 

f) •• 
lJ 

s - t J 2~ 
(M~+ll. ) 

1 1 

where t is the subtraction point and 

(x - t) (x - s - iiS) , 

P.(x) N .. (x) 
1 lJ (2.1) 
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(2.2 ) 

If the left cut is approximated by a pole" then the solution of 

the dispersion relation for N(s) is 

where NO is a matrix of products of coupling constants) t is the 

position of the pole) and D(s) is normalized to unity at the subtraction 

point. The exact solution for D(s) is found by substituting Eg. (2.3) 

fnt 0 Eq. (2 .1 ) : 

D •. (s) 
lJ 

w 23~ r [x
2 

_ 2(M.
2 + f-t.2)x + (M.

2 
- f-t) .. 2) ] X i dx ______ ~~)-. _____ ~l~ ____ ~l~ ___ ~ _____ __.. 

i 2 2 
.) 2 x (x - t)· (x - s - it) 
(M.+f-t. ) 

). 1 (2.4 ) 

After the matrix elements of NO are computed and the integrals 

evaluated, we search for the bound states. This part of the calc111aU.on 

is usually carried out by solving 
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where sR is the mass squared of the resonance. Wali and Warnock5 have 

shown that the solution to 

(2.6 ) 

is a good approximation to the solution of Eq. (2.5), since the widths 

of the resonances are small enough compared to their masses. Moreover, 

Eq. (2.6) is just the condition for a pole in the K matrix. By assumlng 

that the particle mass is t.he location of the pole in the K matrix, we 

avoid complex aritlunetic on the computer while retaining a good approxi-

mation to the solution of Eq. (2.5). The decuplet masses in the following 

calculations are solutions to Eq. (2.6). 

To evaluate NO} we must calculate the (octet-perturbed) SU(3) 

baryon-meson couplings and the i.sospin crossing matrices. The couplings 

are calculated from the interaction Hamiltonian for the 

= B d P g 
c e' 

BBP vertex, 
6 

where B b. are the members of the oct.et of antibaryons, B is the octet. a 

tensor of baryons, and P is the octet tensor of pseudoscalar mesons. 

The decomposition ofB. x ~'~; §. contains two singlet representations 

and eight octets. If theSU(5) symmetry-breaking force is dominated 

by the I = 0, Y = ° member of the octet, and if Hint is Hermitian, 

then two pure symmetry and five symmetry-breaking parameters determine 

the BBP couplings. The meson-baryon couplings in units of an overall 

coupling constant g are: 
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gNN:rr == 1 + (2/3 )€1 

• 

gLAJr == (2f{3)(1 - f - €5) 

gL:E:rr == 2f + (2/3 )€1 - €2 - (2/3 )€3 

g:::'::::rr -1 + 2f - (2/3 )E3 

/""""-

gNAK -~V3 (1 + 2f + E2 + E3 + 2E ) 
-s 

gNlli 1 - 2f - (J-!3 )E3 

i--
(1 gl\.=-K -'\1' 3 - 4f + E1 - ':::2 + 2E5) 

g=-lli -1 + (1/3)E1 

gNN'~ == -'/3 - V (1 - 4f - E2 - 2E3 + 2E4) 

gl\.Arj -(2/'/3) (1 - f + -<::4 + 2E5) 

gL.r.71 == (2/,;'3)(1 -' f - E4) 
/ 

g=-=-1) - (1/'/-3 )(1 + 2f - 2E + EI) + 2E4)' (2.8 ) 1 c. 
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The F to D ratio is related to f by f;;:; g/(gF + gD)' and 

E
l

, ···,E5 are the octet symmetry-breaking parameters. 

The calculation of NO is easily completed once the isospin 

crossj.ng matrices are known; 7 the results are shown ip Table I. The 

virtue of these phases is that the SU(3~-degenerate No!S· can be 

8 
diagonalized with the de Swart isoscalar factors. Also the SU(3)-

degenerate decuplet-baryon-meson coupltngs are just isoscalar factors. 

(Our Born matrices differ from those of Ref. 3 in phases of entire rows 

or columns.) The integrals in Eq. (2 .1l-) were evaluCj.ted analytically to 

expedite numerical calculations, but we do not include the results here. 

The numer.ical computations were done on the Physics Department!s IBM 1620 

computer at Berkeley. 

The free parameters of the model are .(i) the exchange pole position 

(whh~h is also the subtraction point), the :overall coupling constant (the 

NNrr coupling with no symmetry breaking), and the parameter f; (ii) the 

external baryon and meson masses; and (iii).the parameters El through 

E5 that characterize the octet symmetry breaking of the baryon-meson 

coupling constants. 

'rhe decuplet mass spacings are quite insensitive to the variations 

of the parameters listed in (i). We fOIDld that not only were the relative 

spacings unchanged, but the actual value of the spacings were quite 

insensitive to variations of t, g, and f.. With physical baryon and 

meson masses and SU(3)-degenerate couplings) the decuplet mass spacings 

were equal within a couple percent except when g was too small for 

decuplet binding or f was outside the range 0;5 f :.5 0.45. ('l'he decuplet 
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becomes unbound for . f :5-0.2 and . f ? 0.7, just as in the M,j,rt1n and 

Hali model.. 3) Vlith baryon r£lL'LSS(,;S th'1t did not satisfy the octeL sum 

rule, the decupl.et maBse5 were ~~~ equally spaced, but the spac:i..ng[.; 

cUd not change as a function of g, t, or f. In tho f'ollo\ring calcu-

lations ,,,e let g 19, f = 0.33, and t = -1 (BeV)2 j 'vTC emphasize t,hat 

the results are cruite inscnsi ti ve to this cho:i.ce. HOI,rever, thE: mass 

spacjng i~ sensi U.ve to the s;}'1mnetry bj~eakj.ng of the lJaryon and meson 

masses and couplIngs. 

~~o conclude, 'vTe comment on a criticism of this type of model. 9 

Since the actual val.ue of the me,ss spa,c:ing is not very dependent on 

g, t, or f, the vl.'l,luC! of the m8.E;S sp::1c:i.ng is not really a free p::1rarneter 

for physical baryon a no. meson m3,sses and S U (3) • symmetric couplings. If 
1(. 

t, K. and f are arranged so that the mass of the PI is 1236 ]\'IcV 

(VIe have done this in the above choice), then the mass of the Q- is 

about 1'(85 MeV. It is impossj,ble to decreaSE: the Q- mass the necessary 

100 MeV "\vith any rEasonable values of f, t, and g in order to fit 

* both the N ancl Q- mass for physical baryon and meson masses and 

SU(3 )-syrnmetric couplings. Thls ha,ppens hl other bootstrap-Uke models 

in which the decuplet j.s trade of the same consU.tuents. HO'tiever, the 

too-large mass sp::'1cing cannot be considf.::reQ an errOf,eous prediction of 

the bootstrap hypothesis for TXO reasons: coupling perturbatio!1s 

can ·decrease the decuplet mEl,S8 spacing' apd (ii) inclusion of higher-rr2tSS 

channel S also tends to decrease the s:r:e.cing, as ',[e disc1.).sS in S::;c. VT. 
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III. OCTET SYMMETRY BREAJaNG AND EQUAL MASS SPACING 

We now apply octet perturbations to the baryon and·meson masses 

and couplings and observe the mass spacings of the decuplet. The equal 

spacing rule does not hold indefinitely, but it is remarkably stable. 

Another interesting result is that the deviations from equal spacing 

caused by large perturbations of the external masses can be canceled by 

large symmetry breaking in the meson-baryon couplings. The first-order 

results are plotted here to ease comparison with the exact solution of the 

model found in this section. 

The baryon and meson masses (mass-squared) are parameterized to 

satisfy the Gell-Mann-Okubo sum rule. 

~2 

~2 

M::: 
2 

M2 
A 

2 
m 

:rt 

2 
rrx 

2 
m 

T) 
== 

2 
(1.193 r 51 

~2 ~ 0.540 62 

M2 
L: 

+ 0.316 6
3 

2 
~ + 0.211 63 

2 . 
(0.137) 64 

2 + 0.266 6
5 

m 
:rt 

2 
In units of (BeV) , they are: 

- 0.360 6 
2 

The mass squared is linear in the symmetry-breaking parameters because 

of the scalar kinematics. We arrange 61 through 6
5 

so t.hat, for 
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5 = 5 = •.. = 5 = 1, the baryon and meson masses are close to their 
1 2 5 . 

physical ·values: for 51 =: = 55 =: 1, IllJ = 940 MeVj mA = .1128 MeV; 

mL: = 1193 MeV; ffi.::- = 1318 MeV; m =: 137 MeV; 
1f 

~ =: 495 MeV; and 

m =: 565 MeV. The baryon-meson couplings, including the octet synunetry-
1) 

\ 

breaking terms, are listed in Eq. (2.8); the octet syrrunetry breaking is 

parameterized by El through E
5

. The SU(3)-synunetric couplings are 

recovered by setting = .... = O. 

. In most of the following ca1cuJ.ations., the equal-mass spacing 

of the decuplet is satisfied within several percent. Therefore it is 

difficult to measure the deviation from equal spacing from a plot of 

the decuplet masses. To remedy this inconvenience, we have listed in 

Table II the maximwl1 deviation of the spacings from the average spacing, 

We define: 

°2 =: 

°3 

°A = 

2 
rry* 

2 
rtl.::-* 

2 
mn-

(°1 + 

2 
- IllJ* 

2 
ny*" 

2 
m~* -

°2 + °3 )/3, 

Then the maximum deviation from the average spacing is 

= 

(3 ,2a) 

In Fig. 1, the decuplet masses are plotted as a functi.on of the 

mass-breaking parameter, 5 = 52 =: 53 = 55' The L: . mass and the 1f mass 
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are held constant at 1185 and 137 MeV, respectively (ell = 54 1.), 

and the couplings are left at the SU(3 )-degenerate value 

(E
l 

:= E2 := ••• := E5 := 0). For 0 0, a11 decup1et masses coincide 

2 
at 1.9611- (BeV) or 1401 MeV. As 0 increases, a mass splitting is 

induced in the decuplet. The masses are nearly equally spaced, as i.s 

shown in the first line of Table II, where vie have. given d
M 

as a 

function of 6. The main features of Fig. 1 agree -':ii th Mar·Un and IvaU3 

and Wali and ItJarnock, 5 except mass is replaced by mass squared. In 

particular, equal spacing is satisfied within 5%, the overall spacing 

is larger than the physical spacing of the deCllplet for [):= 1) and it 

appears that nonlinear effects may be quite important. 

In Fig. 2 we fix the baryon and meson masses at degenerate 

o := 6 := Ok = 0) and vary the symmetry breaking 
2 3 j 

of the couplings. The example shown is typicaL For some combinations 

of the EIS, equal spacing is retained to very large symmetry breaking . 

. Hovlever, it is possible to find large enough E t s that the devi.ati.ons 

from the average spactng are of order 
1 

In Fig. 2, "\-re have 

E := E = E 
1 2 

and E", = O. 
.J 

Although the symmetry breaking is 

large enough that nonlinear effects are very noticeable, equal spacing 

is satisfied within 6% for -0.2 < E < 0.05. For E > 0.05, equal spacing 

becomes less well satisfied. As an example of very large symmetry breaki.ng 

and very large deviations from equal spacing, we set 

E EJ. := E2 := E3 := E4 ES' and vary E from -0.2 to 0.2. At 

E := -0.2, we tJave ~ - 0.50, and at E =: 0.2: d := 0.11. The equal 
M 

spacing of the decup1et is a remarkably stable result of octet 
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symmetry-breaking input, but it is clear that the dynamics do not 

support octet symmetry-breaking output indefinitely. 

It is interesting to fix the baryon and meson masses at near 

the physical values and then vary the coupling constants. One might 

expect that superimposing large amounts of octet E.ymmetry breaking in 

both the baryon masses and couplings should increase the violatton of 

eClual spacing of the decuplet masses. However .. adding coupling-constant 

pertu.rbations to the mass perturbations often improves the equal mass 

spacing of the decuplet. As an example, consider Fig. 3, where we fix 

51 := 52 := 53 == 54 := 55 1 [baryon and meson masses near physical 

values--see ECl. (3.1)] and E3 == t4 := c
5 

== O. The parameter, 

E = El := E2, is varied, the decuplet masses are plotted in Fig. 3, 

and the maximum deviatton is given in the last line of Table II. Note 

that eClual spacing is better satisfied for E == -0.1 and E == 0.2 

than tt is for E == O. Also, in Fig. 2 we saw for 5 =:: O
2 

== 0
3 

:=; 6
5 

and E 0.2, ~ 0.18j but when the mass splittings are turned on 

and 0 J. and E. = 0.2,. then ~:= 0.03. Thus, the coupling and mass 

perturbations have conspired to restore equal spacing. 

E == 0.2 

In Fig. 4, we observe the evolution of these results by setting 

and tlrrning on 0, i.e., 

and 0= 0 = 0 
2 3 The large deviation from equal 

spacing at 0 o d"lvindles to a small symmetry breaking at 0 = 1. 

(See the second line of Table II.) 

In Figs. 2, 3, and 4, we have concentrated on the variable 

E El == €2' However, the Clualitati ve results are Cluite general a,nd 

o 
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do not depend on the particular E'S we choose to vary. There are 

many cases in which the baryon and meson masses and couplings deviate 

from the pure symmetry values by large amounts, but the decnplet 

satisfies equal sp:l.cing within 2 percent. Then, by decreasing the 

symmetry breaking of the couplings (or masses) .• larger deviations of 

the decuplet from equal sp:l.cing are obtained. 

IV. PERTURBATION THEORY: J.V1A.SSEXPANSIONS 

We examlne two possible perturbation theories. 'I'his section 

includes the technical details of a mass eXp:l.nsion in which the D(s) 

matrix ts expanded tn the mass splittings of the external baryons and 

10 
mesons. The expansion is simple and nonrigorous, but it should yield 

some understanding of the accuracy of low-order perturbation theory. 

We note here that the second-order theory is not very accurate, as Seen 

in Fig. 5 and Table III. 

Each matrix .element of D(s) [Eq. (2.4)] is a functlon of the 

external baryon and meson masses of the initial channel. The most 

primitive possible perturbation theory consists of expanding the 

matrix elements, 
2 2 

D .. (s, M .• I.t. ), around 
lJ l' l 

2 2 
D( 8.. MO ' I.LO ), where 

MO and ~lO are the degenerate baryon and meson masses. To simpli.fy 

the notation.. we define 

2 
D .. (s,m] ) 

lJ ~ 

2 2 
D .. (s,M. ,JJ,. ). 
lJ l 1. 

The first- and second-order mass eXp:l.nsions of D(s) are 

(11-.1 ) 
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r:J 
i 

(1) 2 \~ e\D ... (s,mk'-) 
, 

Dij (s,m0
2) J·<l 

i 2 

2 2 
Dij (s,~) = + ,·1 

C 2 
(mk - rnO ) 

~~ 
k ~ I rnO 

(4.2 ) 

and 

2 2 
(2) 2 (1) ( 2) ]. \ C ·D •. (s, IT) ) 

\ J.Q r 
D.. (s,mk ) D. . G, rtll + .. := 

r) I 2 ? lJ lJ \: {-
':"'--~ C C m~r-]{., t ~ 2 

lllO 

After expanding each matrix element of D(s) accordj.ng to Eqs. (4.2) 

and (4.3), we find the decuplet masses by solving 

O. (4.4) 

The derivatives of the D(s) function in Eqs. (4.2) and (4,3) 

"\-lere evaluated numerically to expedite calcula ticns. It is easy to show 

that the order of integration and differentiation may be interchanged 

for the first and second derivatives. However, the third derivatives 

do not exist, and the expansion diverges term by term for third order 

arId h ' h 11 19 er. In spite of this, we expect the first- and second-order 

expansions to retain some quantitative validity. The first-order 

approximation, Eq. (4.2), should be as accurate as any other first-

order theory, except in the case of the bound-state mass near the 

degenerate threshold. [The first derivative of D(s) with respect to 
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rnacr-"'.:> has a cusp at s == (MO + 
' 2 

flO) - • ] The second derivatjve of D(s) 

with respect to mass is unbounded at s -
2 ,) 

(Mo + ~to ) = 1.769 (BeV)'-" 

and consequently we expect inaccurate solutions to Ect. (L~.l+) for the 
1(. 

bound-state mass near the degenerate threshold. In Fi,g. 1, the N 

mass did cross the degenerate threshold at 6 ~ 0.6. 

We limit d1scussion of numerical results to 'the situation 

descrj,bed by Fig. 1. (In Sec. V, we use the Dashen-Frautschi approxi-

mation for investigating coupling shifts.) The cou,pling-constant 

perturbations are zero (E == ('2 == E5 - "4 == E:: =: 0), g =: 19} f 0.53, 1 5 
2 • [See (3.1). ] t = -1 (BeV) , and 51 =: 5 == 1. Eq. The baryon and 4 

meson mass-splitting pg.rameter is The results are 

gi yen both in graph (Fig. 5) and table form (Table III). 

For 5 < 0.1, the second-order calculation more accurately 

reproduces the exact solution than the first-order calculation does. 

The equal spacing is retatned within about 2 percent tn both the first-

and second-order theories for 6 < 0.1. This suggests that equal 

spa,cing is satisned in the second-order theory. Of course Ect. (4.3) 

does not imply that the decllplet-mass shift will be purely second order, 

since the determinant, Eq. (1+.4), is a polynomial' in the mass splittings. 

}'or 6:;,0.1) an (inconsistent) inclusion of third- and higher-order 

effects is already becoming important numerically (except for the rJ-

mass) . Thus, the slight bree kdmm of equal-mas s spa,cing for tl.<: 0.25 

could well be due to the inconsistent inclusion of higher-order terms. 

vJhen 5 reaches about 0.25, the second-order approxlmatJon 

is no longer more reliable than the first-order approximaU.on, and 
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when 5 goes to 1, both the first- and second-order approximations 

are very unreliable. The inconsistent inclusion of higher-order 

effects in the det(Re[D(s)]} = 0 condition should not disturb too 

seriously the numerical accuracy of the mass expansions. The bad 

behavior of the deriyati ves of D( s) at s = (Mo + p'0)2 could cause 

all the second-order results to be shifted slightly upwards (especially 

* the N). Hovrever, the expallsions are already quite inaccurate for 

6 ~ 0.5, and any second-order calculation Vlould probably be no more 

reliable than the first-order one for physical baryon .and meson masses 

(5 ~ 1). 

V. PERTURBATION THEORY: FIRST-ORDER DASHEN-.:F'RAUTSCHI APffiOXlMATION 

The Dashen-Frautschi fi.rst-order mass-shift formula
2 

bas provided 

a powerful method for studying strong and electromagnetic maSG sh4-fts. 

Because of its popularity .. it i.s of interest to examine the numeri.cal 

accuracy of this approximation. In this section, we compare the first-

order results with the calc1Jlations of Sec. III. Both the baryon and 

meson masses and coupltngs are perturbed, and the induced decuplet mass 

shifts are computed directly from the Dashen-Frautschi formula. Thj.s 

formula is convenient, since it is not necessary to solve determinant 

equations such as Eq. (4.4). 

Many objections to the mass expansion of Sec. IV do not' apply 

here. The mass expansion was termwise divergent for third order and 

higher. However, the Dashen-Frautschi formula is the first term of the 

perturbation series. 
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There are two practical difficulties wtth the expansion 

associated with the Dashen-F'rautschi forrmila. We n.nd that the accuracy 

of the first-order theory fails for symmetry breaking less than physical,. 

and so it would be useful to examine the second-order theory. The 

12 
second-order mass-shift formula - contains very complicated dispersion 

lntegrals. We have not attempted to apply this second-order mass-shift 

forml11a, hut have relied on the less ri.gorous second-order mass expansion 

for estimating the accllracyof secona.-order theories. The second difft-

culty is rather trivial, but a discussion will aid i.nterpretati.on of 

our results. The Dashen-Frautschi theory is first order in the changes 

of the left and i~ight singularities, not the baryon and meson mass or 

coupling perturbations. Small changes of the right cuts are equivalent 

to small shifts in the baryon (and meson) masses. However, the baryon 

mass shifts are not linearly related to the changes of the right cuts. 

Thus, the simple group theoretj,cal result--octet symmetry breaking of 

the tnplJt masses implies octet symmetry breaking j.n the output masses to 

first order in the input ~ perturbations--does not apply to large 

baryon mass shi.fts. There is no obvious reason that the Dashen-F'rauLsch:i. 

formula should give equal spacing for large baryon mass pert.11rbations. 

In fact, for physical baryon and meson masses and no couplj,ng perturbations .. 

the Dashen-Frautschi theory gives deviations from equal spacj.ng that are 

. abo'ut 10 times those found in the exact solution. This result is 

probably not significant. However, the accuracy of the first-order 

mass shift is important. 
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'Ilhe mass-shift formula is a result of the factorization theorem 

of thebound-state-pole residue. The first-order formula)' which is 

easily obtained following the orlglnal derivatlon of Dashen and F'rautscht 

in Ref. 2) can be written as 

(5 .la) 

where 

w(s) ; J ds' 

L 

D(s') V'(s') D(s') + ~ IdS' 
Sl - s' JL 

""R 

N{SI) 5p(s') N(s') 
Sf - S 

(5 .lb) 

The mass shift is 5s
B

; sB is the location of the bound-state pole wHh 

no symmetry breaking; N(s) and D(s) are calculated withuut symmetry 

breaking; op(s) is the change (due to the baryon and meson ma.ss 

splittings) of the right discontinuities; V' is the change of the 

left discontinuities resulting from the symmetry breaking; and the gL',.i 

are the SU(3)-degenerate couplings of the decuplet to the baryon-meson 

channel. 

In the pole approximation) the discontinuity across the left cuts 

is a matrix of constant coefficients times a delta function. The N(s) 

matrix is simply 

N(s) (5.2 ) 

'There t is the pole location) and B
O 

is (one of) the NO ltsted 1n 

E3 == E4 == E5 == 0, Le.) N(s) is su(3) symmetric:. 
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The change of the left cuts is 

(5.j) 

\-There H o can :Lnclude S;'(lillllctry-brokr::n couplIngs.· 1-lith these s:i.mplifj.ca·· 

where 

'" -1 
wl(s) := B 

... 0 

s - t 
l._ 

re p f ds' 
.. R 

opCs') 
---.---~----- . 
( s' - t) (s' - sB) 

In the fol101-ling calculations} lIe have d.ef1ned the j.ntegra.J over the 

change of the right cuts to IrlCan 

p. ds' 

'l'he couplings) g61' are just the jsoscali:lr factors for cCJnneeting a 

10 represents:U.on to the I and Y qu.:mtmn nunibers of the baryon and 
('r, ., 

meson. '1'he overalJ. normalization of (\-,hich is also the coup}:i ng 

of the .11- to the K~' cha.nnel) is 

r1
/

2 

= 
bD 

(SB - t) -;-.. 
os I s=s J , B 

(5.5 ) 

• 
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The deri VEJ:tl ve "!as taken nnmerically in the fo11oving calcnlationp,. In 

Ul1i ts of decuplet conplincrs are J'ust isoscala:t factoTs: gh, , ~ 

* g (N NJ() 

.J(. 

g(N /:',K) 

* -g(Y NK) 

* g(Y Err) 

* g(Y ::-X) 

* g(Y L~11) 

*-g(~ i\K) 

* g(=: lli) := 

* g (=: =:11) 

g(~-=:K) := 

- 1/2 

.J?, 1/.,6 

1/2 

1/2 

- 1/2 

1/2 

1/2 

1 . (5.7) 

The manipulations necessary to find the mass shifts from t:q. (5. Ll) 

.rere again performed on the IBM 1620 computer. Hm!l2Tical corr;ps.rison of 

this approxj.mation \'liththe exact solution of the modeJ. is shoi-Tn jn 1"Jgs. 1 

througl~ It. In Table IV, vie comr..are mass shlfts fer thE: C2.;'3e shmJ'0. in 
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F1g. 1 (no coupling perturbat:Lons) j vle note th..'it the Dashen-Frautschl 

mass shifts are urong by a factor of tyro tor physical baryon and mef30n 

mE1,.,f3CS. 'l'lle m~'.S3 expansions are cOlllp'u.'cd vri th the Dashen-}i'rautsch1 

approxirnationin F'ig. 5 and Tclble III. Some further comp:trisons are 

made in the next section. 

VI. HEA VY BARYONB AND Lll\]J;;""u-q APFROXH1.t\TIONS 

With a simple model, vle ha vc establish~dthc.'1. t the 150-MeV rn.ass 

sp:tcing of the decuplet is not a sll1r:cll vj.olation of suO) syrmnetry 

if the bar'yon-meson channels are most· i.mportant i.n binding the decuplet. 

In spite of the nonlinearities, the model does give equal mass srac1ng .. 

a result which the dyna,mics seem to favor independent of linear (or 

second-ord.er) perturbation theory. Even so, it is possible that the 

equal spacing of the decuplet ~~ a first-order effect. He speculate 

about this possi~ility by consldering baryon-meson channels in which 

the baryons are much more mass:i.ve than the J.P ~+octet. Perhaps 

-

it is already clear that the physical sraci.ngs of the decupJet will be 

reached before the first-order forml).la breaks dmm if the baryons are 

sufficiently heavy. 

'l'his speculation is not completely idle} since 'we have ignored 

all the higher' mass channels th2vt might help bind the decuplet. For 

example} if the 
JP 1+ 

= 2" octet lies on a Regge trajectory) then ile 

might eXPectS(w:e c(lntrioution from the octet contai.ning 

-"* ( I'nr-.) the N..L loch } a.nd so on. He include the hi.gher-ma.ss channels in the 
2 

follow-ing crude 'ddy. He aSSUnl,"" that the incoming baryons tr2.rls.cc,nn as 
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an octet} but that} averaged over all contributions} the baryons have 

a mass heavier than the usual 
1'1-

2 
octet; E, 

1 

in Eq. (3.1).' All d.ecuplet meson channels are neglected.. Thus} the 

model is exactly the same as th:tt used in Sec. III} and it j_s solved j.n 

the same i-iay. He then comjXLre the exact solution of the model l-dth the 

2 
Dashen-Frautschi approximation. 

Suppose th.at the most Important chBnnels for binding the decupJ et 

are composed of one baryon from the JP 5+ ::: 2" octet and one pseudosca18.r 

meson. The thresholds are farther from the bound-state poles) and the. 
-L 

P 5+ 
mass sp,.s.cing of the J = 2" is sma.ller than for the 

~+ 
Consequent;J.y} for physical 2 

I~ 1.' 
'J' ~ 

2 
octet. 

baryon rrtasses) the decuplet spacings are 

about one haJf the physical spac1ngs. More precisely) I,e adjust g and 
-)(. 1+ 

t so that the N mass is 1236 MeV. Then fO,r physi.ca.l 2 masses and 

? 2 
t == -1 (BeVt) the sp9.cjng is 0.55 (BeV) -. For the physical 

? 

~+ 
baryon 

2 

t= -1 (EeV)2 gives a sp...qcj,ng of 0.20 (BeV)-) t::: -3 (Bev)2 

? ? 
gives a sp:i~ing of 0.30 (BeVr) and t =0 -5 (BeVt gives a spacing of 

? 
0.27 (BeVt. 

the 
p 5+" 

J ::: 2" 

Although the 

bai:yons give a 

T
P 1+ 

u _. 
2 

sp:tcing 

baryons give a too large spachig) 

smaller than the physical vC'.lue of 

0.43 2 
(BeV). Thus effects of ve~'y high ffi2.SS cha.nnel s are probably not 

dominant in a oootstrap model. Since the first-order form.ulas are not 

accur2.te until the degenerate mass is "3.5 BeV} \-Ie consid.er it plausible 

t"b..at the incli.).siorl of hig-heT rr:ass channels ;-:il1 not bring the first-order 

with the exact solutic1ns of similar models. 

\>[e nmT sho'.T h01:l the line2.!' cpprc,ximationis imprOved. by increasing 

the baryon rr.2.sses .. In Fig. 6) we set 5_ -- 4 so thE,t the degenere.te nl~L3S 
1. 
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of the baryons is 2386 MeV. He also set 

and 

2 
t = -7 (BeV) , 

UCRL-17535 

physical dF.;cuplet sPewings, the Dashen-Frautschi approximc-Jtion is 

beginning to fail. 

If 5 
1 

j.s set equal to 9 (the degellerate mass is 3579 MeV) and' 

" the subtract jon po:Lnt put at -15 (BeVt, then the Dashen-Frautschi 

approximation js quite good '.Then the physical decuplet s.JY3.c ing is . 

reached, as is shUlm in Fig. '7 • Thi.s may help justify the use of first-

order formulas in theories \-There the decuplet is a bound state of very 

heavy objects. 

VII. AMPLI'l'UDE OCT:t.'I' 8UM RULF~8 

If the octet deviations from pure 8U(3) are small, then both 

the masses of bOruld states and. the elements of the scattering amplitude 

satisfy octet sum rules. \fuen the sywmetry breakj.ng pars.meters are 

large" enough that the decuplet spa.cinES approaches the physical \,,~lue, 

the first-order approximations are poor but the decuplet masses still 

satisfy the octet sum rules. Thus, it is plausible that the enhancement 

mechanism is operative to a high degree of accuracy in the exact solution 

of the model. 

Gi ven th8,t the maSi;; and coupling perturbations are octet, the 

ampJ5tude must satisfy the octet sum ru1es to first order. We nm-r ask 

whether the predominance of octet syrmnetry brea.king ';'1ill survive the 

inclusion. of higher-order "tenns. He find. that the octet 31.1:'1l. rules for 

the amplitude break dO\m in second. order j the experin,ental a:llplitude is 
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probably not accurately represente'd by a singlet plus an octet term. 

(.An interesting problem is t.hen t.o determine ,,'hether ve can expect the 

decuplet . couplings to be predominantly octet symmetry broken i.n experi-

ment. ) 

To discuss the SU(.:;) transformation pro})erties of the scattering 

amplitudes, it is convenient to transform to an SU(3) basis. '\O[e then 

aSSlJ.me that the amplitude transforms as an SU(3) singlet plus the 

I == .0, Y == ° member of an octet . 

The octet sum rules can be derived in the usual way. For example, 

the 10-to-lO transHion amplitude appears in all four scattering matrices. ,...,........ ~ ......... / 

Since there are bra arbitrary constants, ,.,e find tIm Sl.un rules. Altogether, 

there are nine octet sum rules that an octet symmetry-broken amplitude 

might sscGisfy. . We define a set of nine symbols, a (j) 
r-rl,1 , which are 

zero for pure octet synlJ'lletry breaking. The subscript r-r I y I means 

the transition from representation r to representation _~ I, and as 
...... '... .. ~ 

before, yl is the multiplicity index of rl. (There are no sum rules 

for the §_:-to-,~ ... transittons and the amplitude is al.·rays symmetric) so 

we need only one multiplicity index.) 'llhe index j simply numbers the 

sum rule for those transitions that have several sum rules. If a (j) 
r-rlyl 

is set equal to zero, the sum rules are: 



s o~;r_8? C c: , __ 

s 
C 

a (1 ) 
10-10 

s a 
C lO-8)1 
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(y -X') (8/' <' )]J:~ A (1/) 
:::: Ar~7_'LO - J.) 2'7-10 Ii c _ - I 

== A (::-7:') (", )-1/2 A (w'>:') 
27-10 -- -;) 27-10 -

A (y-J(') (r /3' )1/2 A (_'X') 
- 27-8,2' - 2 <-1.27 -.8) 2 ::. 

(7.1) 

'llhe amplitude Ar_r ''1' (1\) is the transition amplitude betl-leen rcpresen-

tations rand. r ''I') and the I and Y quanti.un numbers are again 

denoted by the decuplet partIcle syrllbol. The scale factor) S J ls 
c 

inserted to make a (j) 
r-r'-," 

dimensj.onless. 

In Sec. III) we calculated the cieterminant of Re[D(s)} in the 

cc,mputatjo:1 of the bound-state :pole positi.ons. Thb ls equivalent to 
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fhIding the pole positions in the Hermitian K matrix, and has the 

adv-antage of avoid:Lng complex arithmetic. For the same reason, He assume 

that the K matrix sati.sfies the octet sum ruJ_es, 'iThere 

K(s) == NCs) (Re D(s)}-l • 

'1'he sum rules can not be valid for all values of s. For s 

near a bound-state pole, the sum rules can be violated arbitrarily. 

For example, if 

* KlO_lOCH ) and 

s 
-l(. 

is betHeen the Y and * masses, then 

K10-lO(Y*) are both negative and and 

JS..O-lO(n-) are both posit:i.ve. (This is true fo:(' sym:.'iletry breaking 

"here the decuplet masses a.re in thei.r physical order.) Consequently, 

equal sp:wing of the amplitudes is impossible, even for very small 

symmetry brea':;:ing. Thus, "Ie test the sum rules for V'a.lues of s where 

K(s) is a slowly varying function. In our medel, this is equivalent to 

avoiding s near pole positions, or 

max (K f t (6; s ) } ~ b, 
r),-r )' 

where b is a bound of order 1. 

In appJying this criterion to K(s), H would. seem natural to 

take s much larger than the decuplet masses. HO\,ever, the K matrix 

has a set of poles \-There the phase shi.fts return through zero. For 

reasonably small syrmnetry breaking .. these poles app<::ar at 

G 
? 

15 (BeV)-. He avoid all poles by choosing b = 2. 

For syll1illetry breaking of ordel' 5:5 0.5, K
27

_
l0

(6) is fr'Jnl 

5 to 10 times largel' than the next le.rgest off-diagonal K-m.2.trix element 
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in the SUe)) basis. Also) the :':;pCLcings of KIO_IO(L,) are of ord.er 

K27-l0(6). If the scale fe.ctor is chosen to be of this magnitude) then 

the v:i.olations of the other sum rules vi11 be "small". He let the: scale 

factor be 

We evaluate the first tvTO sum rules of E<l. (7.1) as they are) 

but discnss the ~0_10(6) sIA:'lcings by a simple parameter) y) which 

is the maxi.DIwn deviation from the average sp9.cing of the 10-10 
~.:', <"". 

amplHude) 

Before examining the numerical d.etaU.s) we should emphasize· 

that s is linea.r in the symmetry breaking to l()VTest order. Since 
c 

the right side of Eg,. (7.1) is already second-order in the symmetry 

breaking (the octet sum rules ~ satisfi.cd to fi.rst order)) it fo110l-[s 

that the 1in8.'1r behavior of cr and y corresponds to ~_c:.:::ond order 

symmetry-breaking effects and the curvature of the plots of cr and y 

to higher-order effects. 

In }'ig. 8) we sho'.'1 cr and y as functions of lhe meson and. 

baryon mass-splitting pe.rameter} 5. '1'he plots are remarkably li.nea.!:' 

out -to :) = 0.7. HO\oiever} on closer examinntion ;-re Tincl tb.at third-
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order effects and higher are important) '·even at fj = 0.7. .This is 

because a strong second-Ol'der effect in scancels the strong third
c 

* order effect in) for example) K27-10(Y)' 

The iml'Ort8.nce of the higher-order effects becomes obv:LCius 

when ife plot (J andy as functions of the coupling sY!m-Iletry-breaking 

parameter) Here) the second-order terms of s are of 
c 

_ the same sign and f!1.'Cl,gni tude as the third-order effects in) for example) 
,*. 

K27-10(Y L and the plot j.s quite nonJ5near) as shovrn in Fig. 9. 

'luese results are not very dependent on the value of s) if 

s is not near a pole of K( s). The sum rules slowly become better 

satisfied as s is increased. For example) for 5 0.25 and E = 0) 

14 (Bev)2 ; 
2 

vle have y -- 0.23 at s = y -- 0.10 at s = 20 (BeV) ) 

? 
and y - O. 01~ at s - 45 (BeVt. 
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'l"c.lble: I. The! :':.:'::'ll ;:::.ltl'it:e3, EO. [Sec Eq. (2.3).] 'Ine r(l\:s a!lU colu;;Uls of riO c")lTe3p':l!ld to t!le i:",itial and fin:...!.l 

r.,:c~()n-:.:u:J0:i ch:~nr~·.;:L:.. 'l'll~~ pi'.<1:;e cO~.'f..:mtlon5 are th03'J of de S\:~rt. 
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Table'IT. 'Maximum deviations of the mass spacings from the average spacing. The maximum deviation: 

~J is defined in Eq. (3.2). This table is a supp~ement to Figs. 1 through 4. 

5 0.01 0.04 0.09 0.16 0.25 0.36 o~49 0.64 O.Bl l.00 

~(E =-= 0) 0.002 0.009 0.020 0.019 0.015 0.016 0.017 0.025 0.033 0.040 

d (E == 0.2) 
M 

0.183 0.144 0.090 0.034 0.009 0.023 0.033 0.028 0.030 0.031 

E -0.20 -0.15 -0.10 -0.05 0.00 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30 
---

')'11(0 = 0) 0.057 0.053 0.042 0.025 0.000 . 0.033 0.074 0.124 0.183 0.251 0·322 

d
M

(5 == 1) 0.225 0.092 0.027 0.033 0.040 0.039 0.038 0.029 0.031 0.058 0.099 

" 

r 
\ .... .J 
0\ 
I 

c:; 

'fa 
!:-' 
I 
l-I 

~ 
v' 
\..N 
\..J1 
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Table III. DecupJ.et 1,lasses as FlU1c:tions of 5. No prefL: or a prefix of 1, 2, or D 

in front of the particle n8.me d.enotes the exact solution, linear r;"~"ss e~:lx<nsion, second-

order !!,,,'J.ss e:{rr~nsion, or Dashcn-}'rautschi apprm:imation to the model, respectively. 

Equation (J.2) defines ,)'1 and we omit d for 5 - 0.01 b'",,;1use of round-off e:c1'01:'. 
1,1 

The couplin.z r:e:~tuyba.tions are zero, 
? 

f = 0.33, t = -l(BeV)-? g = 19, °1 - 04 = 1, 

* N 
~. 

11'1 

* 2N 

* DH 

* Y 

* lY 

* 2Y 

* DY 

0.01 

1.9686 

o.o!~ 

1.9665 

1. 5'658 

1.9665 

1.025 

1.056 

1. ')31~3 

0.09 

1.9699 

1.9672 

1.9702 

1.9725 

2.0087 

2.0040 

2.0092 

2.0121 

0.16 

1.9638 

1.9671 

1.9756 

1.9754 

2.0393 

2.0314 

2 .01~64 

2.0399 

1.9505 

1.9639 

1.92>20 

2.0663 

2.0624 

2.0953 

2.0654 
---------_._--------------'--

* 

* E 

* 2:" 

* n:::: 

<).1 

1·9730 

1.9728 

1.9729 

1.9731 

1.9772 

1.9770 

1.9Til 

1.97'7'5 

1.909 

2.0004 

2.0016 

2.0175 

2.0153 

2.0171 

2.0190 

0.0085 

0.0111 

2.0401 

2.0472 

2.0506 

2.0839 

2.0755 

2.0344 

2.09'24 

0.0196 

0.0248 

2.1088 

2.0934 

2.n41 

2.1075 

2.1532 

2.1793 

2.1701 

0.0420 

2.1556 

2.2015 

2.1626 

2.2945 

2.3((25 

0.0151 

0.0563 

0.0602 

:=====-==---..:::-_----_._._-.:=.= 
0.36 

1.9136 

1.9560 

1.9472 

2.0951 

2.1554 

2.2237 

2.3097 

2.2180 

2.4357 

2.3420 

2.3204 

0.0166 

0.OS15 

0.6!~ 

1.919!~ 

1. 9738 

1.8'170 

2.1162 

2.1588 

2.3044 

2.1183 

2.4508 

2.3678 

2.591!~ 

2.3275 

0.0252 

0.1250 

1.00 

1.5292 

2.1028 

2.2124 

2.4818 

2.1290 

2.5106 

2.4282 

3.1904 

;2.5916 

0.2206 
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Table IV: COlTIp9.rison of exact ma,ss shi.fts i-lith the Dashen··}i'rautschi 

approxima;t.ion as functions of 0. The coupling perturba.tions are zero) 

2 
f ::; 0.33, t ~ -1 (BeV) , g == 19, ~.\ =~ 04 == 1,. and f)= E12 == 03 == 0)' 

The mass shift :Ls in units of (BeV)2. The prefix denotes the Thshen-

Frautschi. approximationj no prefix denotes the exact solutton to the moclel. 
=--=--=---'=_.-=..-_.=:-_------ --.--

* N 

* DN 

* Y 

* DY 

* D::::: 

0.01 O. O!~ 0.09 0.16 0.25 0.36 0.64 1.00 

0.0007 0.0026 0.0061 0;0049 -0.0133 -0.0502 -0.1905 -0.h3~6 

0.0007 0.0031 0.0086 0.0116 0.0027 -0.0166 -0.0868 -0.1940 

0.00Lf9 0.0197 0.0!~48 0.0755 0.1025 0.1256 0.152!~ 0.1390 

0.0050 0.0204 0.0483 0.0760 0.1016 0.1232 0.15l~4 0.1652 

0.0092 0.0366 0.0828 0.14l~9 0.21T( 0.3007 0.h870 0.691}8 

0.0093 0.0377 0.0868 0.ll~36 0.1988 0.252~2 0.3636 0.4641+ 

0.OJ3h 0.0534 0.1200 0.2129 0.3307 0.4718 0.8130 1.2266 

0.0135 0.0551 0.1286 0.2063 0.2819 0.3565 0.498 9 0.6278 
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FIGURE LEG:EJIDS 

Fig. 1. . Dccuplet masses as f1Jnctions of 5. The -baryon and meson maRS 

5 = 5 _. °3 
- 0" .• The· 

2 :.> 
parameters are ~\ == t\ :-:: land 

.. - E3 -- E = E = 0, g _. 19, !I· 5 
coupling parameters a:ce El =c E2 

f = 0.33, and t -1 (BeV)2. '1.'he b's and c's are dcflnecl" 

in ECJ.s. (3.1) and (2 ~ 8 ), respectively. The lines labeled by 

only the ¥.:.LrU.cle name represent the exact solution of the 

model for the mass squaredj the lines with D prefixed before 

the particle name are the Dashen-Frantschi fj.rst-order mass 

shifts, a~discussed in Sec. V. 

Fig. 2. Decuplet masses as functions of t. The coupling parameter, 

E is varied. Set parameters arc 

2 
g 19, f 0.33, and t -- -1 (BeV) . The baryon and. meson 

masses are SU(3 ) degenerate, ° = °4 = 1, and ;;; 5 = 1 '-2 3 55 

Fig. 3. Decuplet masses as functi.ons of E; symmetry-broken baryon and 

meson nlEl.SSes. The coupling parameter, E 

Farameters set at constant values are 

f ::;: 0.33, and t ~ -1 (BeV)2. 'lihe baryon and meson masses are 

Fig. 4. Decuplet -r£1.8.sses as functions of 0; sYDl.tnetry-broken baryon-

meson couplings. The mass parameter, 0 = 02 == 6
3 

1. The couplingpar'arr.eters are "\ - <::2 '" 0.2 

and E:3 <::4 E:5 == O. Also, g =. 19., f == 0.33.. and 

2 
t == -1 (BeV) . 

-. o. 
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Fig. 5. Graph of Table III. See the table heading for values of the 

parameters. 

Fig. 6. Decuplet [)]B.SS sp]J.tti.ng vrith heavy ba.ryons. The degenerate baryon 

mass is 2386 HeV. Also) f == 0.53, r. == 27.3, .L -'( C»-coV)2 
<..:) v 1...1....... J 

the cOlipling p2rtUl~batJ.ons al'e zero, t\ -- 1, b 
1 

I ~, and 

o == 02 == ~3 == 55' The prefix D j.ndic:ates that. the Da.shen-

Yrau.tschi approxirr13. tion Has used in finding the mass s105f't; no 

prefix indic2.tes the exact solution of trw model. 

}<'ig. 7. Decuplet m:c.ss splitting Hi th very heavy baryons. The degenerate 

baryon mD.SS is 3579 MeV. Also, f == 0.33, g =30.013) 

~ 
t == -15 (BeV)-, the coupling perturbations are zero) 64 = I J 

o == 9, 1 and 0 == 52 == 53 == 55' The pref1x D i.ndicate3 that 

the Dashen-}i'.c2:utschi approxirnation "\,133 used in fi.ndj.ng the mass 

shift; noprefb: indicates the exact soluUon of the model. 

Fig. 8. ViolaUons of the amplitude octet stun rules as a funct1.on of 6. 

The 

and 

g= 

and 

pa.ra.rr..c:: cer s are 

"I as 

19) S -

5 == :s 
2 

defined 

5 (BeV) 

a == 
(1 ) 

(J27-10' 

in Eg. (7)/). 
2 
, °1 = 64 --

[Eg. (7.1) L .t3 (2 ) 
(J27-10 , 

Also, f = 0.33, t == -1 (BeV)2, 

OJ E1 -- E2 <0
3 E4 - E5 -- 0, 

Fig. 9. VioJations of the amplitude octet sum rules as a fWlcU.on of "'. 

The parcuu.eters are a J27_1~1) [Eg. (7.1)]: t3 

and "I a3 defined in Eg. (r(.4). Also) f. =: 0.33, 

(2 ) 
°27 -10 ' 

. 2 
t =: -1 (BeV) , 

s °2 = 63 = 6' == 0) 5 
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